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WELCOME TO

                                        Wellfuture is a rapidly growing organisation in India.TheWellfuture is a rapidly growing organisation in India.The    
organisationorganisation      hashas    aa      teamteam    of young,of young,      dynamicdynamic    andand    experiencedexperienced
people. Our motto is to caterpeople. Our motto is to cater    knowledgeknowledge    andand    business space tobusiness space to
the members. The program youthe members. The program you    areare      beingbeing    presentedpresented    withwith    herehere
holds the potential to change your life, for the better, forever. Weholds the potential to change your life, for the better, forever. We
sincerely hope you make the most of the Income information andsincerely hope you make the most of the Income information and
Opportunity.Opportunity.

We welcome your valuable, long-termWe welcome your valuable, long-term    participationparticipation    with us.with us.      It is greatIt is great
pleasure for us that you chose us for your financialpleasure for us that you chose us for your financial    freedom.freedom.    Here youHere you
can get everything, which may help you to do thecan get everything, which may help you to do the    betterbetter    business andbusiness and
can make money,happiness prosperity in your life.can make money,happiness prosperity in your life.
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MISSION & VISION
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                          “Our mission is to revolutionize the way people“Our mission is to revolutionize the way people
approach their finances, enabling them to achieve trueapproach their finances, enabling them to achieve true
financial freedom and live life onfinancial freedom and live life on    theirtheir    terms.terms.    WeWe    areare    
dedicateddedicated          toto      providingproviding      comprehensivecomprehensive      solutions,solutions,
guidance, and education that empowerguidance, and education that empower    individualsindividuals    toto
take control of their financial destinies.”take control of their financial destinies.”



PRODUCTSPRODUCTS
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MAGNETIC MATTERSMAGNETIC MATTERS

          A magnetic mattress pad uses magnets to control theA magnetic mattress pad uses magnets to control the
amountamount    ofof      radiationradiation    andand      electricelectric    energyenergy    thethe    bodybody    isis
exposed to duringexposed to during    sleep.sleep.        It isIt is    considered anconsidered an    effectiveeffective
tool to help you achieve a deeper and more recuperativetool to help you achieve a deeper and more recuperative
sleep. It is alsosleep. It is also      believedbelieved    toto    increaseincrease      blood circulationblood circulation
and treat different types of pain.and treat different types of pain.

MAGNETIC MATTRESS & PILLOW PAD
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LUBRICANTSLUBRICANTS

Motor oil, engine oil, or engine lubricant is any one  of
various substances used for the lubrication of internal
combustion engines.

LUBRICANTS OIL
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https://wellfuture.online/Home/single-portfolio.html
https://wellfuture.online/Home/single-portfolio.html


LADY CARELADY CARE
        A magnetic mattress pad uses magnets to control   
the amount of radiation and electric energy the body is
exposed to during sleep.  It is considered  an effective
tool  to   help  you  achieve   a    deeper    and      more
recuperative  sleep.  It   is   also   believed  to increase
blood circulation and treat different types of pain.

ACTIVE OXYGEN & NEGATIVE ION PADDING
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MAN POWERMAN POWER

      MAN POWER is formulated with a precise blend
of vitamins, minerals, and natural extracts that work
together to boost your  energy  levels,  helping you
feel more vibrant and alive throughout the day.

Unlock Your Peak Performance with 'MANPOWER'
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R O WATER PURIFIERSR O WATER PURIFIERS

             Reverse osmosis (RO) is a process that uses a
semipermeable membrane to remove ions, molecules,
and larger particles from a solution..

RO WATER PURIFIERS
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E-BIKESE-BIKES

Electric bikes are an eco-friendly option in comparison to
conventional vehicles as they do not produce any smoke
or toxic substances.  Electric  bikes  are  pocket-friendly,
as they cut off fuel refill expenses.

E-Bikes
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AGRI PRODUCTSAGRI PRODUCTS

        Welcome to a world where the rhythm of life is dictated by the
seasons and the bounty of the land. Our commitment to sustainable
and innovative farming practices has paved the  way  for a  range of
exceptional  agriculture  products  that  cater  to  both  the  modern
consumer and the environment. From farm to table, we take pride in
delivering the finest quality products that  embody  the  essence of
nature's nurturing touch.

INTRODUCTION
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SMART VIDEOSMART VIDEO
DOORBELLDOORBELL

New 
Launch
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GREEN TEAGREEN TEA

           Green tea has long been celebrated for its  health-enhancing
properties. Rich in polyphenols, particularly catechins, it  acts  as  a
potent antioxidant, supporting the body's defense against oxidative
stress. These compounds have  been  linked  to  potential  benefits
such    as  improved  heart  health,  weight  management,  and even
cognitive function.

HEALTH BENEFITS
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PACKAGES
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11 ,000/-11 ,000/-

PRODUCT PACKAGEPRODUCT PACKAGE
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INCOME
REFERRAL 
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1 1000

2 500

3 300

4 200

5 150

6 100

7 100

8 100

9 100

10 100

LEVEL
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income

INCOME
LEVEL



STRUCTURE 1 10 1000 10000

2 100 500 50000

3 1000 300 3 lack

4 10000 200 20 lack

5 1 lack 150 1.5 cr

6 10 lack 100 10 cr

7 1 cr 100 100 cr

INCOME LEVEL level
amount
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FRANCHISEFRANCHISE
MODELMODEL
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1 ,10 ,000/-1 ,10 ,000/-

FRANCHISEFRANCHISE

10 PRODUCT KITS10 PRODUCT KITS
NOTE: PER KIT RS.500/- ON EVERY SALE  FOR ONETIME 
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REFERRALREFERRAL
FRANCHISEFRANCHISE  
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10%
*Only Direct Refere & one Time Only



10% ADMIN CHARGE ON ALL TRANSACTIONS.

EVERY 10 DAYS PAYOUT AS DATED 1 / 11 / 21.
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# Manik Complex,Chaitanya Nagar
Dhankawadi,PUNE-411043 (Maharastra)
Ph: +91 73377 18176 / +91 89046 02939

THANK YOU
Email : wellfuture.info@gmail.com www.wellfuture.online

Register & Head Office


